CONSPIRACY AGAINST NASIR JANG
devise  another plan.    They instigated through  spies   Husayn
Dost Khan and the French to march during the latter part of the
night and attack the army of the Wazlr Nasir Jang.   The mean-
minded and deceitful people marched accordingly out of the fort
of Phulcheri with their army like thieves, and fell upon the forces
of thcNawwab during the early hours of the morning.  On one
side they began the attack with vehemence, but ran away on the
other side.    The camp  was very extensive, and so many were
not aware of the incident.    Further, there was no great damage.
But the conspirators made out from this an argument in sup-
port of their suggestion, and again came forward with renewed
vigour to submit the same suggestion which was not accepted
before by   the   Wazlr.    They  submitted;   "Though   the   last
night's   attack  by   the mean-minded  merchants   was   like the
coming and going of a thief in secret, and though it was not
known to the major part of the army  and did not caus'e any
damage, yet such acts were consistent with their short-sighted-
ness, and proofs of their vain ideas.    But their rash act will
encourage  others to   imitate them.    As   a result,   the bat will
claim   equality  with the  sun, and  the     kitttan  will    attempt
to open   the tongue of vanity and    vie    with   the   moonlight.
However, it  becomes  your  exalted  authority  to  punish this
impudence,   yet   this   procedure   is not   suited  to  your rank.
The consequence of   your   confronting  them   in   person  will
be that   they   will   feel  themselves honoured, and   further   it
will make them   conceited.      Supposing  that during the siege
these vile  men resort to such indecent actions and  allow the
huinourb of deceit to  How, then it will  not be graceful.    Its
tmblicily as far as Shajahanabacl among your equals will not
become the high and honourable name of your highness. Hence,
the most  appropriate course in the  circumstances  will be to
camp at Arcol, and to appoint one of the  servants like us for
this work/'
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